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Project Title: 

Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface

Project Description: 

516 ARTS presents a panel discussion in conjunction with its 10th anniversary exhibition DECADE (Oct. 15, 2016
through Jan. 7, 2017). The exhibit features 10-12 artists, of which the panel highlights two visual artists and a
dancer/choreographer who strive to engage the audience beyond passive viewing to greater immersion and
interaction. The panel will bring the artists and audience together for a lively discussion about how artists develop
work in consideration of the audience, and the various directions that they strive for that interaction to take. The public
can experience the work of these artists in the exhibit and/or at off-site locations.



Sponsoring Organization:

516 ARTS
Description: 516 ARTS is an independent, nonprofit arts and culture venue in Downtown Albuquerque that produces on-site multicultural,
cross-disciplinary exhibitions, spoken word/poetry events through the 516 WORDS literary arts series, gallery talks with artists/curators, panel
discussions, ongoing education programs for schools, community workshops, screenings, performances and special events. In addition, we reach over
100,000 indirect participants each year through: public art projects; outdoor site-specific and off-site art projects in non-traditional spaces; media
coverage and web activity, through our website, blog and social media, as well as through several interactive websites relating to specific projects.
Exhibitions, open free to the public, are presented in an educational context and accompanied by related programming, much of which is also free. Our
programs are developed as creative interpretations of issues that invoke thoughtful dialogue across disciplines around important questions of our times,
encouraging diverse audiences to experience and engage in the arts, and highlighting the fact that there are many ways to experience art, ethnic
cultures and civilization.

Mission: The mission of 516 ARTS is to strengthen the connection between audiences and the arts by: offering exhibitions and programs that address
issues in world culture; presenting innovative, interdisciplinary education and outreach programs in a variety of art forms; and building audiences for the
arts and culture in New Mexico. Our core values are inquiry, diversity, collaboration and accessibility. Our innovative programs relating to each
exhibition are designed to inspire curiosity, dialogue, risk-taking and creative experimentation, showcasing a mix of established, emerging, local,
national and international artists from a variety of cultural backgrounds and providing quality arts and humanities experiences for students, teachers,
families, seniors, visitors, artists and diverse cultural communities. The focused dialogue about the artists and issues addressed in the exhibitions also
benefits the featured artists, poets, musicians and filmmakers, offering them opportunities to create, interpret, present and perform their work.

Public programming promotes creative thinking across disciplines, encouraging diverse audiences to experience and engage in the arts and
multicultural perspectives of our region, and facilitating dialogue around important issues of our times. Programming is developed as creative
explorations of topics that invoke thoughtful dialogue, highlighting the fact that there are many ways to see and interpret both art and life. Programs for
all ages includes: public forums and talks with professional artists, writers and humanitarians; poetry events; hands-on workshops; film/video
screenings; guided exhibition tours; performances; and off-site installations. Through our Volunteer Program, 516 ARTS encourages adults and youth to
become involved in, and give back to their community, share their knowledge and expertise with others, and become immersed in and informed about
the arts and culture of this region. As a unique and independent, nonprofit arts and culture organization in Albuquerque, 516 ARTS continues to build
strong collaborative relationships with arts, civic and educational organizations throughout the region and beyond to further enhance and expand
cultural opportunities for the community.

516 Central Avenue SW , Albuquerque NM 87102
email: info@516arts.org; tel: 505-242-1445; website: http://www.516arts.org; DUNS #: 024033142

Project Director:

Mr Claude W. Smith; Education & Exhibitions Manager, 516 ARTS
516 Central Avenue SW , Albuquerque NM 87102
email: claude@516arts.org; tel: 505-242-1445



Fiscal Agent:

Ms. Suzanne Sbarge; Executive Director, 516 ARTS
516 Central Avenue SW , Albuquerque NM 87102
email: suzanne@516arts.org; tel: 505-242-1445

Contact info "approved" on: 1 Oct 2015, 1:53pm MT

Project Formats:

[ X] Conference
[ X] Exhibit
[ X] Lecture(s)
[ X] Radio Program
[ X] Reading/Discussion
[ X] Workshop
[ X] Film or Video Discussion
[ X] Symposium
[ X] Panel Discussion
[ X] Other (explain)
[ X] Does program respond to a NMHC request for proposals (RFP)?



Humanities Scholars Who Will Participate:

Jessica Angel

BFA, National University of Columbia (2002-2005)
Bogotá Art Superior Academy (2000-2002)

Mr. Andrew L. Connors; Curator of Art, The Albuquerque Museum

The Albuquerque Museum

Ph.D. in Folklore/American Studies, George Washington University
B.A. in architecture and art history, Yale University

Ms. Lisa Marie Nevada

N/A

MFA in Dance from the University of New Mexico ? 2015
BA in Dance from the University of New Mexico - 2002

Dr. Chip Thomas; Curator and Chief Wheat Paster, The Painted Desert Project

Doctor of Medicine, Meharry Medical College



Evaluator:

Dr. Erin Katherine Debenport; Assistant Professor, UNM Dept. of Anthropology, University of New Mexico

University of New Mexico, Department of Anthropology

Ph.D., Linguistics, University of Chicago, 2009
M.A. Social Sciences, University of Chicago, 1999
B.A. Political Science, Lewis and Clark College, 1995

Agreement:

By signing and submitting this application, the authorizing official of the applicant organization, the project director, and the
fiscal agent are 1) providing the required certifications regarding disbarment and suspension, and compliance with the
nondiscrimination statutes as set forth in the INSTRUCTIONS OF CERTIFICATION, indicating that the applicant is eligible to
receive federal funds, and 2) agreeing that any funds awarded by NMHC will be used for the purposes set forth herein, unless
changes or revisions are subsequently approved in accordance with applicable policies of the New Mexico Humanities Council.

Signatures

Project Director:

UNSIGNED

Fiscal Agent:

Ms. Suzanne Sbarge                   Date: 1 Feb 2016, 10:21pm MT



Project Description

1. What is planned?

516 ARTS? 10th anniversary exhibit will show current work by artists who have been a key part of our history and will
encompass a wide variety of the recurring themes and practices that 516 ARTS has explored since its inception,
including: environmental/land-based art, street art, new media art that intersects with science and technology, public
art and socially engaged projects. To expand outreach to a broad population of residents and visitors, a series of
off-site art projects around the city will be presented as points of access to contemporary art that relates to the main
exhibit.

Three artists in the exhibit will join 516 ARTS Executive Director Suzanne Sbarge in a panel discussion moderated by
Andrew Connors titled ?Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface? to talk about how artists develop work in
consideration of the audience, and the various forms that they strive for that engagement to take. Suzanne and
Andrew, who has served on the Advisory Board of 516 ARTS since its inception, will discuss the context for this
panel, focusing on how the core value of audience engagement has manifested and grown over the past decade of
presenting socially engaged work and developing outreach.

Choreographer and dancer Lisa Nevada will create a site-specific performance with approximately 10-15 professional
dancers at the Valle de Oro, an Urban National Wildlife Refuge, a highly visible, natural environment ideal for creating
memorable imagery through dance. Site-specific dance offers the opportunity to engage with audiences about their
environment and experience a deeper relationship to place. Informed by her ongoing research of the environment of
the Bosque, she intends to create a Dance Tour through the Valle de Oro and the adjoining Bosque, inspired by the
environment and the history of the space. As these dances are performed in various places, the audiences will be
asked to participate in a walking tour led by a Dance Guide. Interactions between the Dance Guide, the audience and
performers will create a safe space in which to invite conversation and exchange. Additionally, the process of
choreography, the collaboration and performance will be documented on video and made into a video installation in
the exhibit at 516 ARTS. Dance, video and the audience?s participation in the performative walk all contribute to the
layers of engagement her project offers. 

Renowned wheat-paste artist Chip Thomas will collaborate with Lisa by photographing the artists in their dance
environment. Images of the dancers will be applied to the large concrete barn at the Valle de Oro, pasted on three
large surfaces: a cylindrical container and two walls on either side of a front opening to the building. Scattered across
the U.S.'s largest Native American?governed territory, Chip?s building-size black-and-white portraits of Navajo people
adorn water tanks, abandoned barns and any other surface he can find. Amid the austere landscape, the over-sized
artwork has an impact on perception that is unattainable in an indoor exhibit. The images change daily with the
elements, deteriorating from exact replicas to impressionistic mirages until disappearing completely. Chip?s work
creates an illusion that engages viewers outdoors in their daily lives, and the large-scale photographic imagery
creates an altered perception of the landscape. The contrast between the audience?s experience of his work in urban
vs. rural environments will be part of the discussion.

Jessica Angel creates immersive installations inspired by the environment of cyberspace, using vinyl and paper
collage. She will create an installation in the gallery as well as at a high-traffic local site to be determined, such as a
public library or community center. In her words: ?My recent work takes over architectural interiors, exploring the
possibility of visual illusion and space transformation with the use of perspective. Aiming to addresses a nontraditional
experience of space, I use mural painting, large-scale drawing interventions and wallpapering as tools to create
immersive environments that bring people closer to imagination and to the experience of unconventional sensations,
enabling a disorienting encounter with reality? The involvement of the community in my projects has increasingly
taken importance? I seek to create a platform for intense sensibility, where awe, beauty and a celebration of life take
place.? The focus of her work in the exhibition is on the individual experience of the viewer, and how one?s
perspective is literally changed when one walks into one of her installations. It?s a physical experience as well as a
psychological shift that takes place.

2. When will it take place?

The exhibition ?DECADE: Celebrating the 10th Anniversary of 516 ARTS,? which is free and open to the public, runs
from October 15, 2016 through January 7, 2017. The panel ?Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface? will be held
just prior to the opening of the exhibition on October 15th at 3:00 pm.

3. Where will it take place?



The exhibition ?DECADE: Celebrating the 10th Anniversary of 516 ARTS? will take place at 516 ARTS, 516 Central
Avenue SW in downtown Albuquerque. The work of two artists/panelists will be presented at Valle de Oro National
Wildlife Refuge in Albuquerque. The panel ?Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface? will be held at 516 ARTS.

4. Who are the managers, planners, and humanities scholars? Please provide names, titles, and brief
identifications.

516 ARTS Executive Director SUZANNE SBARGE, fiscal agent for this project, oversees programming, financial
management and daily operations. Having previously directed Magnífico Arts and Harwood Art Center, she has
organized/directed numerous large-scale arts collaborations, and received Bravos Awards in the Visual Arts in 2012,
2009 and 1998.

516 ARTS Exhibitions/Education Manager CLAUDE SMITH serves as Project Director. He coordinates and installs
exhibitions; organizes/leads group tours; tracks attendance; develops educational packets for teachers; maintains
partnerships with schools/community groups; works with volunteers; and has co-curated 516 ARTS exhibitions.

Photographer/public artist CHIP THOMAS moved to the Navajo Nation (AZ) in 1987 as an Indian Health Services
physician. He coordinates the Painted Desert Project: murals across Navajo Nation painted by artists from around the
world reflecting the love/culture/history of the Dine people. He pastes his large-scale photographs on roadside kiosks,
water tanks and buildings throughout Navajo Nation. He is a member of Justseeds Artist Cooperative engaged in
social and environmental activism.

Dancer, teacher, improv technician and choreographer LISA NEVADA has danced with Bill Evans Dance Company,
Ecotone Physical Theatre, Jewell and Company Dance Theatre, J. Garcia Dance Company and others. She performs
works by renowned choreographers. Her work has been commissioned by New Mexico Ballet Company, local theatre
and arts organizations. She was named 2014 Valle de Oro Performance Artist.

Born in Columbia, artist JESSICA ANGEL lives and works between Bogota and New York City. She represented
Colombia as artist in residence at the 2014 Vancouver Biennale, and has shown locally and abroad in cities like
Bogota, New York, Miami, Washington, Rosario, La Paz and Mexico City. Her 2014 solo project, at the AC Institute in
New York City, enabled forms of collaboration among the sciences, philosophy, music, art and new media.

Panel Moderator Andrew Connors is Curator of Art at the Albuquerque Museum. He was Associate Curator at the
Smithsonian American Art Museum in Washington, D.C., curating exhibitions and developing collections of Hispanic,
Native American and folk art, before becoming Senior Curator at the Albuquerque?s National Hispanic Cultural
Center in 1999. He served on the National New Deal Preservation Association Board of Directors, a national group
formed to commemorate the 75th anniversary of America's New Deal Heritage.

5. How does this project involve the humanities disciplines?

This project focuses on critical approaches to the arts. Techniques used in both artistic and humanistic inquiry are two
mutually informing tools that together enrich knowledge and dialogue about culture and history. Through the arts we
can process and communicate what we think, define our values and imagine the future. Leonard Bernstein said, ?Art
cannot change events. But it can affect people so that they are changed by art - enriched, ennobled, encouraged ?
they then act in a way that may affect the course of events? by the way they vote, they behave, the way they think.?

The panel discussion ?Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface? will offer a two-way interaction between artists
and audience members, giving both an opportunity for inquiry, interpretation and critical dialogue around the topic of
communication through the arts.

6. What are the evaluation criteria for this project?

516 ARTS staff will assess project effectiveness and community impact through personal observation and ongoing
audience feedback, attempting to measure how the project may have increased knowledge and/or changed
perceptions. Evaluation criteria include: tracking attendance; accessibility/ease with which audience becomes
engaged in the artists? work as well as in the panel discussion, based on level of interaction and interest
demonstrated by participants; and scope and depth of audience responses in the form of questions and personal
contributions to issues raised. Other criteria include: number of visits to our website and its Watch & Listen segment;
visits to our blog/social media sites; and feedback in a visitors comment book. We track the range and quantity of
media coverage, and program impact via critical reviews. Our board and advisory committee act as ambassadors in



the community, conducting informal, random interviews with patrons and audience members to discover how they
hear about our activities, their experience in visiting the galleries, and reactions to the exhibition and programs. Our
Humanities Evaluator will view the exhibit and attend the program to assess the project?s effectiveness from an
independent standpoint.

7. What is the role of the humanities scholar(s) in this project?

The artists and scholars involved in this exhibit and panel discussion offer their experiences in the context of an
evolving understanding of the nature and impact of the arts. The artists were chosen for the panel because their work
is deeply rooted in community engagement and interaction. Through the panel discussion, which will include an
opportunity for questions and dialogue with the public, the panel will present to the audience not just what they do, but
why they do it, what it means to them and what they hope to convey to the viewer ? the connection between creating
and interpreting.

8. Who are the proposed audience/participants?  Estimate of audience size?

516 ARTS reaches a mix of ages, ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, reflecting the region?s diversity. We seek
to insure accessibility to the arts and a culturally diverse audience through relevant project themes, collaborative
programming and free admission to exhibitions and most programs. We work with colleges and universities, and to
build community through educational programming and connectivity. While we typically expect to attract an audience
of approximately 2,500 people of all ages visiting the exhibition and participating in the panel discussion, we expect
hundreds more will participate in the off-site projects: Lisa Nevada?s dance performance and Chip Thomas? public
art installation at Valle de Oro, as well as Jessica Angel?s project at a high-traffic building in Albuquerque, such as a
library or school. A more expansive audience is reached through visitors to the 516 ARTS website and blog articles,
listeners to radio interviews with the artists about their work and features in newspapers/magazines.

9. What kind of publicity is planned to reach the audience?

The program will be widely publicized through all the varied methods used by 516 ARTS to disseminate information
on local, state and national levels. Promotion will include a printed program guide and exhibit invitation, website
features, media releases, program announcements, posters, display/digital ads, newspaper listings/articles, radio
spots/talk shows, blog articles, e-blasts and announcements on social media. Selective video/radio coverage for
public programs is posted on the 516 ARTS website under Watch & Listen, highlighting broadcast programs and artist
interviews. Ongoing partnerships enable shared marketing and outreach with partners such as Downtown ABQ
MainStreet Initiative and UNM College of Fine Arts. A printed exhibition catalogue will be available to on-site visitors
and distributed to arts colleagues, educational institutions, libraries and donors; and a digital catalog will be widely
circulated through our website and social media.

10. Of what value is this project to the audience?

516 ARTS seeks to foster an in¬terdisciplinary, critical discussion and exchange among culturally diverse groups of
artists and the general public, drawing new audiences and insuring accessibility in communities engaged by artists in
social practice projects. We provide unique arts and culture experiences for audiences, and a place for spirited
exchange, self-expression and personal transformation, integrating the arts into community life through exciting
collaborations, resourceful outreach, diverse exhibitions and cultural events, and creative educational opportunities.

11. Now that you have answered all the above questions, please condense it all into a three sentence description
or blurb that NMHC can use for publicity and to put on the NMHC web site. Be sure to include funding
support credits for NMHC and NEH in the three sentence description.

516 ARTS presents "Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface" on October 15, 2016, an interactive panel
discussion on the subject of how artists develop work in consideration of the audience, and the various forms that
they strive for that engagement to take. The work of three of the panelists can be seen as part of the exhibition
?DECADE: Celebrating the 10th Anniversary of 516 ARTS? (October 15, 2016 ? January 7, 2017). This project is
funded in part by the New Mexico Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities.



New Mexico Humanities Council
Budget Summary & Supporting Explanations

I. Services & Supplies
Direct Grant Challenge Grant Sponsor's

Matching Cash &
In-Kind Donations

Third Party Cash Project Income Total

Telephone
0.00 0.00 240.00 0.00 0.00 240.00

Postage
0.00 0.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 210.00

Rentals
1300.00 0.00 3960.00 0.00 0.00 5260.00

Other
4250.00 0.00 4030.00 0.00 0.00 8280.00

Subtotal  
5550.00  
0.00  
8440.00  
0.00  
0.00  
13990.00
Basis for Services

& Supplies Support Requested from NMHC:
Rentals:	$1,300     Lift rentals for exhibit at 516 + Chip?s off-site installation
Other:
     Catalog printing: $750 	- 25% of total cost of $3,000
     Shipping: $500	-   Jessica Angel installation
     Supplies: $3,000  -  For gallery and off-site projects by Chip, Jessica and Lisa

To be paid through 516 ARTS Matching Cash and In-Kind Donations:
     Telephone (includes Internet): $240 (20% of DECADE expenses)
     Postage: $210 (20% of DECADE expenses)
     Other:
          Catalog production: $2,250
          Supplies: $600
          Building and operational costs: $1,180
NOTE: These costs relate only to the artists participating in the panel discussion and their work. They do not represent the
entire DECADE exhibition/programs.

II. Publicity
Direct Grant Challenge Grant Sponsor's

Matching Cash &
In-Kind Donations

Third Party Cash Project Income Total

Ads
700.00 0.00 1700.00 0.00 0.00 2400.00

Flyers/Posters

0.00 0.00 340.00 0.00 0.00 340.00
Brochure

1500.00 0.00 4100.00 0.00 0.00 5600.00
Other

400.00 0.00 1200.00 0.00 0.00 1600.00
Subtotal  
2600.00  
0.00  
7340.00  
0.00  
0.00  
9940.00

Basis for
Publicity Support Requested from NMHC:

     Ads: $700 - portion of display & radio ads,
     Brochure: $1,500 - portion of printing, mailing & distribution of Program
          Guide describing the DECADE project including panel discussion
     Other:
          Invitation: $400 - portion of printing & mailing of the DECADE invitation

To be paid through 516 ARTS Matching Cash and In-Kind Donations:
     Ads: $1,700
     Flyers/Posters: $340 (% of total cost)
     Brochure: $4,100
     Other:
          Invitation: $1,200



III. Travel
Direct Grant Challenge Grant Sponsor's

Matching Cash &
In-Kind Donations

Third Party Cash Project Income Total

Mileage(limited to
$.375 per mile of

NMHC funds)
300.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 400.00

Airfare
400.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 400.00

Per Diem(per
person daily limit:

food - $24;
lodging - $70)

0.00 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00

Other
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Subtotal  
700.00  
0.00  
1100.00  
0.00  
0.00  
1800.00
Basis for Travel

Support requested from NMHC:
     Mileage:
          Chip Thomas: $300 (Round-trip from Navajo Nation to ABQ)
     Airfare:
          Jessica Angel: $400 (Round-trip airfare from New York to ABQ)

To be paid through 516 ARTS Matching Cash and In-Kind Donations:
     Mileage (local):
          Lisa Nevada and other dancers for rehearsals, etc.: $100
     Per Diem:
          Lodging: $1000 for Chip Thomas and Jessica Angel for 5 days each creation
          and installation of their work and participation on the panel

IV. Honoraria
Direct Grant Challenge Grant Sponsor's

Matching Cash &
In-Kind Donations

Third Party Cash Project Income Total

Scholars(Please
explain if over

$350 per scholar,
per event)

1050.00 0.00 3300.00 0.00 0.00 4350.00

Other Participants
0.00 0.00 11608.00 0.00 0.00 11608.00

Project Director

0.00 0.00 2777.00 0.00 0.00 2777.00
Evaluator

100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Other

0.00 0.00 235.00 0.00 0.00 235.00
Subtotal  
1150.00  
0.00  
17920.00  
0.00  
0.00  
19070.00

Basis for
Honoraria Support requested from NMHC:

     Scholars: $1,050 - $350 each for Chip Thomas, Lisa Nevada and Jessica Angel
     Evaluator: $100 - to view exhibit, attend panel and complete report

To be paid through 516 ARTS Matching Cash and In-Kind Donations:
     Additional fees to artists: $3,300
     Other Participants: $9,789 + 1,819 taxes/fringe (25% of attributable portion of
          salaries for other 3 516 ARTS staff members to produce DECADE)
     Project Director: $2,297 + $480 taxes/fringe (25% of attributable portion of
          salary to produce DECADE)
     Other: $235 - portion of bookkeeping and web design directly relating to this
          project

GRAND TOTAL I, II, III, IV
Direct Grant Challenge Grant Sponsor's

Matching Cash &
In-Kind Donations

Third Party Cash Project Income Total

 
10000.00  
0.00  
34800.00  
0.00  
0.00 
44800.00



Scholar's Form and Statement of Intent
(This serves as a brief professional resume and letter of commitment to project.)

Mr Claude W. Smith
Title: Education & Exhibitions Manager, 516
ARTS

Address: 516 Central Avenue SW 
Albuquerque NM 87102
United States

Email: claude@516arts.org
Office Phone: 505-331-2183
Phone: 505-242-1445
Cel Phone: 505-331-2183
Fax: 

Institutional Affiliation (if any): 
516 ARTS
Education and degrees: 
BA University of New Mexico 2007 in biology & art history

Please specify your contribution to this project:

Role: Project Director
Project Director for the panel discussion titled Artists + Audience: The aesthetic Interface and co-curator for the 2016
exhibition DECADE: The 10th Anniversary of 516 ARTS.



Experience relevant to this project:

Claude Smith is an Albuquerque-based arts administrator, curator and writer. He received undergraduate degrees in
both biology and art history from the University of New Mexico in 2007. Since 2010 he has served as Education &
Exhibitions Manager at 516 ARTS where he works directly with artists and other arts professionals to enhance the
cultural landscape of Downtown Albuquerque and beyond. He has curated and organized exhibitions at 516 ARTS,
Inpost Artspace and the Tamarind Institute and the New Mexico Museum of Natural History among others. He is a
featured contributor to New American Paintings online.

Publications, Products, Awards & Recognition relevant to this project:

Electronic "Signature"

Form "signed" on: 2 Feb 2016, 9:10am MT



Scholar's Form and Statement of Intent
(This serves as a brief professional resume and letter of commitment to project.)

Jessica Angel
Title: 

Address: 9 White St #105 
Brooklyn NY 11206
USA

Email: jessica.angel@gmail.com
Office Phone: 
Phone: 
Cel Phone: 646-884-1390
Fax: 

Institutional Affiliation (if any): 

Education and degrees: 
BFA, National University of Columbia (2002-2005)
Bogotá Art Superior Academy (2000-2002)

Please specify your contribution to this project:

Role: Humanities Scholar
My work will be part of an exhibition at  516 ARTS and I will participate in the panel Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic
Interface.



Experience relevant to this project:

I have already done a project at 516 Arts as part of the multisite
exhibition Digital Latin America in 2014. i was part of the Symposium ?Interactivity in Digital Art? and gave a lecture at
the UNM on the subject of Immersive Media Environments.

Publications, Products, Awards & Recognition relevant to this project:

2015 Art and Science Award. Idartes. Bogotá, Colombia
2014 World Technology Network Nominee. Ney York, NY
2013 "OPEN PAINTING" Laboratories Award. Bank of the Republic of Colombia and FGGA Foundation.
Bogotá Colombia
2012 BRIC Media Arts fellowship, Brooklyn NY
2012 Teaching ArtistSummer
Residency, Cooper Union, New York, NY
2010 City Walls Brooklyn
Arts Council. New York
2009 BOFFOArtist
in Residence. Brooklyn, NY
2007 Honorable Mention. V International Arte Biennial SIART La Paz. Bolivia
2006 Honorable Mention. I Drawing Biennial of the Americas. Mexico
2006 Meritorious Thesis. Universidad Nacional de Colombia. Bogota

Electronic "Signature"

Form "signed" on: 1 Feb 2016, 5:35pm MT



Scholar's Form and Statement of Intent
(This serves as a brief professional resume and letter of commitment to project.)

Mr. Andrew L. Connors
Title: Curator of Art, The Albuquerque Museum

Address: 6400 Wyoming Blvd NE 
Albuquerque NM 87109
US

Email: aconnors@cabq.gov
Office Phone: 505-858-8853
Phone: 505-243-7255
Cel Phone: 505-255-0076
Fax: 505-764-6546

Institutional Affiliation (if any): 
The Albuquerque Museum
Education and degrees: 
Ph.D. in Folklore/American Studies, George Washington University
B.A. in architecture and art history, Yale University

Please specify your contribution to this project:

Role: Humanities Scholar
I will serve as moderator of a panel titled Artist + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface, in conjunction with the exhibition
DECADE.



Experience relevant to this project:

I have been working closely with the 516 ARTS staff over the past nine years to assist in choosing both juried and
invited artists and to help plan related programming. In addition to my position at the Albuquerque Museum, I am
often a guest curator for other institutions, addressing a variety of humanities themes. Prior positions include Chair of
the Visual Arts Department at Albuquerque Academy, Senior Curator at the National Hispanic Cultural Center in
Albuquerque, and Associate Curator at the Smithsonian American Art Museum, where I developed collections and
exhibitions on Hispanic, Latino, Native American and Folk Art. I have curated dozens of exhibitions primarily in the
areas of United States Latino Art, Colonial Art from Puerto Rico, Contemporary art, and Graffiti. As a lecturer, guest
teacher, or consultant, I have worked with numerous organizations including the National Gallery of Art, Smithsonian
Office of Folklife Programs, Institute for Latino Studies at the University of Notre Dame, Chicano Studies Department
at the University of California Los Angeles, and the Royal Government of Bhutan.

Publications, Products, Awards & Recognition relevant to this project:

I was a contributor to Public Art and Architecture in New Mexico 1933-1943: A Guide to the New Deal Legacy (2012),
and co-authored Treasures on New Mexico Trails (1994). For Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, I compiled an
album of folk songs and stories for children, A Fish That?s a Song, which received a Notable Children?s Recording
Award from the American Library Association and a Parents? Choice Foundation Recording Award.

Electronic "Signature"

Form UNSIGNED



Scholar's Form and Statement of Intent
(This serves as a brief professional resume and letter of commitment to project.)

Ms. Lisa Marie Nevada
Title: 

Address: 1817 Illinois St NE 
Albuquerque NM 87110
USA

Email: lisamarienevada@gmail.com
Office Phone: 
Phone: 
Cel Phone: (505) 507-8931
Fax: 

Institutional Affiliation (if any): 
N/A
Education and degrees: 
MFA in Dance from the University of New Mexico ? 2015
BA in Dance from the University of New Mexico - 2002

Please specify your contribution to this project:

Role: Humanities Scholar
I am contributing to this specific project as a Choreographer and performing Dance Artist. I intend to create a
site-specific performance with approximately 10-15 professional dancers at the Valle de Oro, an Urban National
Wildlife Refuge in Albuquerque, NM. This is part of the DECADE exhibition at 516 ARTS. I will also serve on a panel
about Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface.



Experience relevant to this project:

My work in the MFA program focused on site-specific choreography and performance which culminated in an evening
length work on private property adjacent to the Valle de Oro. I have worked with Jennifer Owen-White (Valle de Oro
Ranger) and Abby Boling (Friends of Valle de Oro) on their first Valle de Oro Urban Refuge A.R.T.S. event in the
summer of 2015. I have created and collaborated on numerous site-specific dance video projects and live
performances from 2008-present, and continue to engage the environment with contemporary dance.

Publications, Products, Awards & Recognition relevant to this project:

2015 ? From the Ground Up, live site-specific dance performance commissioned by 516 Arts 
2014 - Valle de Oro Wildlife Refuge Performance Artist
2014 ? Radicles: Rediscovering humankind?s primary roots, MFA Thesis Concert
2013 ? Traces, site-specific dance video
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Scholar's Form and Statement of Intent
(This serves as a brief professional resume and letter of commitment to project.)

Dr. Chip Thomas
Title: Curator and Chief Wheat Paster, The
Painted Desert Project

Address: HC 70, Box 18 
Tonalea AZ 86044
USA

Email: jetsonorama@gmail.com
Office Phone: 928.672.2805
Phone: 928.672.2805
Cel Phone: 928.380.8697
Fax: 

Institutional Affiliation (if any): 

Education and degrees: 
Doctor of Medicine, Meharry Medical College

Please specify your contribution to this project:

Role: Humanities Scholar
I will be producing a public art, wheat pasted mural that will reflect the uniqueness of Valle de Oro as a wildlife refuge
bordering an urban environment. I am also participating in the exhibition at 516 ARTS, DECADE, and in the panel on
Artists + Audience: The Aesthetic Interface. As a longtime resident of the Colorado Plateau living in the Four Comers
region of the country, I'm continually impressed with the lineup of art related events and shows supported by 516 Arts.
This institution is committed to exploring the interface of artistic practice and social engagement particularly as it
relates to land use and the environment.



Experience relevant to this project:

I?ve been creating culturally sensitive, site specific wheat pasted murals since 2009.

Publications, Products, Awards & Recognition relevant to this project:
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Scholar's Form and Statement of Intent
(This serves as a brief professional resume and letter of commitment to project.)

Dr. Erin Katherine Debenport
Title: Assistant Professor, UNM Dept. of
Anthropology, University of New Mexico

Address: MSC01 1040 1 University of New
Mexico
Albuquerque NM 87131
United States

Email: erindeb@unm.edu
Office Phone: (505) 277-4524
Phone: (505) 515-5710
Cel Phone: (505) 515-5710
Fax: 

Institutional Affiliation (if any): 
University of New Mexico, Department of Anthropology
Education and degrees: 
Ph.D., Linguistics, University of Chicago, 2009
M.A. Social Sciences, University of Chicago, 1999
B.A. Political Science, Lewis and Clark College, 1995

Please specify your contribution to this project:

Role: Evaluator
I will be serving as project evaluator for the 516 Arts exhibition DECADE and specifically for the panel titled Artists +
Audience: The Aesthetic Interface, as well as the work of artists participating on the panel that will be featured in the
exhibition.



Experience relevant to this project:

In addition to receiving my Ph.D. from a Humanities Department at the University of Chicago, I have been the
Principle Investigator on an NEH-funded project and continue to consult and advise in museum and archival contexts
in New Mexico, Texas, and Illinois. I also publish and review in humanities journals and have served as an external
evaluator for international fellowship applications and tenure review and promotion reviews.

Publications, Products, Awards & Recognition relevant to this project:

I publish broadly on language issues in Pueblo communities secrecy, indigeneity, and representation. Relevant
publications include:

Debenport, Erin.  2015.  Fixing the Books: Secrecy, Literacy, and Perfectibility in Indigenous New Mexico. Santa Fe:
School for Advanced Research Press.

Debenport, Erin.  2012.  ?Continuous Perfectibility: Pueblo Propriety and the Consequences of Literacy.? Journal of
Linguistic Anthropology 22(3): 201-219.

Debenport, Erin.  2011.  ?As the Rez Turns: Anomalies Within and Beyond the Boundaries of a Pueblo Community.? 
American Indian Culture and Research Journal 35(2): 87- 109.

Debenport, Erin. 2010.  ?Comparative Accounts of Linguistic Fieldwork as Ethical Exercises.? International Journal of
the Sociology of Language 206: 227?244.

Debenport, Erin. 2010.  ?The Potential Complexity of ?Universal Ownership?: Cultural Property, Textual Circulation,
and Linguistic Fieldwork.?  Language & Communication 30(3): 204-210.
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Instructions for Certification

Instructions for Certification

General Requirements
The New Mexico Humanities Council (NMHC) is required to seek from institutional applicants a certification regarding
the nondiscrimination statutes and from all applicants certifications regarding debarment and suspension, and federal
debt status. 

By signing and submitting a proposal, the individual applicant or the authorizing official of the applicant institution
provides the applicable certifications. When a prospective applicant is unable to certify regarding the
nondiscrimination statutes, the prospective applicant is not eligible to apply for funding from NMHC. When the
applicant is unable to certify regarding debarment and suspension or federal debt status the applicant shall attach an
explanation to the proposal. The explanation of why the certification on debarment and suspension cannot be
submitted will be considered in connection with NMHC's funding determination. Failure to furnish a certification or an
explanation shall disqualify the applicant from receiving an award from NMHC. 

The certifications are material representations of fact upon which reliance will be placed when NMHC determines to
fund the application. If it is later determined that the applicant knowingly provided an erroneous certification or did not
comply with requirements, in addition to other remedies available to the federal government, the National Endowment
for the Humanities or NMHC may seek judicial enforcement of the certification (nondiscrimination statutes) or may
terminate the award for cause or default (debarment and suspension or federal debt status). 

The applicant shall provide immediate written notice to NMHC if at any time the applicant learns that its verifications
were erroneous when submitted or have become erroneous by reason of changed circumstances.

Nondiscrimination Statutes
The certification regarding the nondiscrimination statutes shall obligate the applicant for the period during which the
federal financial assistance is extended. There are two exceptions. If any personal property is acquired with NMHC's
assistance, this certification shall obligate the applicant for the period during which it retains ownership or possession
of that property. If any real property or structure is improved with NMHC's support, this certification shall oblige the
applicant or any transferee for as long as the property or structure is used for the grant or similar purposes. This
certification is binding on the applicant, its successors, transferees, and assignees, and on the authorizing official
whose signature appears on the application cover sheet for this proposal. 

Grantees are also required to evaluate their policies and practices toward the handicapped and grantee organizations
which employ fifteen or more persons must keep on file a list of the interested persons that were consulted and a
description of the areas that were examined, the problems identified, and any modifications or remedial steps taken. 

Certification
The applicant certifies that it will comply with the following nondiscrimination statutes and their implementing
regulations: 
a) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000d et. seq.) which provides that no person in the United
States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which the applicant receives federal
financial assistance.
b) Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (20 U.S.C. 794), which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of handicap in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance.
c) Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended (20 U.S.C. 1681 et. seq.), which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance. 
d) The Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended (42 U.S.C. 6106 et. seq.) which prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance, except that actions which reasonably
take age into account as a factor necessary for the normal operation or the achievement of any statutory objective of
the project or activity shall not violate this statute. 

Federal Debt Status
If any applicant is unable to certify regarding federal debt status, an explanation must be submitted with the proposal. 

Certification
The applicant certifies, to the best of its knowledge and belief, that it is not delinquent in the repayment of any federal



debt.

Debarment and Suspension
The applicant agrees by submitting this proposal that, should the proposal be funded by NMHC, it shall not knowingly
enter into any project-related transactions (as defined under lower tier covered transactions) with a person who is
debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this covered transaction, unless
authorized by NMHC. 

The applicant further agrees by submitting this proposal to include without modification the following clauses in all
lower tier covered transaction and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions:
1) The prospective lower tier participant certifies, by submission of this proposal, that neither it nor its principals is
presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation
in this transaction by any federal department or agency. 
2) Where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this certification, such
prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal. 

A grantee may rely on the certification of a prospective subrecipient that it is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or
voluntarily excluded from the covered transaction, unless it knows that the certification is erroneous. A grantee may
decide on the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Except when specifically
authorized by NMHC, if the participant in a covered transaction knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction
with a person who is suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction, in
addition to the other remedies available to the federal government, NMHC may terminate this transaction for cause or
default. 
										
Certification
The applicant certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and its principals: 
a) are not currently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from
covered transaction by any federal department or agency;
b) have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal been convicted or had a civil judgment rendered
against them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or
performing a public (federal, state, or local) transaction or contract under a public transaction; violation of federal or
statute antitrust statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records,
making false statements, or receiving stolen property;
c) are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a government entity (federal, state or
local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph (b) of this certification;
d) have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public transactions
(federal, state, local) terminated for cause or default. 

Definitions
The following definitions refer to the terms used in the certifications regarding the nondiscrimination statutes, federal
debt status, and debarment and suspension.

Covered transaction: A covered transaction is either a primary covered transaction or a lower tier covered transaction.
Debarment: An action taken by a debarring official in accordance with 45 CFR Part 1169 to exclude a person from
participating in covered transactions. A person so excluded is debarred.
Delinquent: Represents the failure to pay an obligation or debt by the date specified in the agency's initial written
notification or applicable contractual agreement, unless other satisfactory payment arrangements have been made by
that date, or if at any time thereafter, the debtor fails to satisfy the obligation under a payment agreement with the
agency. 
Federal debt: The amount of money or property that has been determined by an appropriate agency official to be
owed to the United States by any person, organization, or entity. Examples of debts include delinquent taxes, audit
disallowances, guaranteed and direct student loans, housing loans, farm loans, business loans, Department of
Education institutional loans, benefit overpayments, and other miscellaneous administrative debts.
Ineligible: Excluded from participation in federal nonprocurement programs pursuant to a determination of ineligibility
under statutory, executive order, or regulatory authority, other than Executive Order 12549. 
Lower tier covered transaction: a) Any transaction between a participant and a person other than a procurement
contract for goods and services, regardless of type, under a primary covered transaction.
b) Any procurement contract for goods and services between a participant and a person, regardless of type, excepted
to equal or exceed the federal procurement small purchase threshold fixed at 10 U.S.C. 2304(g) and 41 U.S.C. 253(g)
(currently $25,000 USD) under a primary covered transaction. 
c) Any procurement contract for goods or services between a participant and a person under a covered transaction,



regardless of amount, under which that person will have a critical influence on or substantive control over that
covered transaction. Such persons are project directors, principal investigators, and providers of federally required
audit services. 
Participant: Any person who submits a proposal for, enters into, or reasonably may be expected to enter into a
covered transaction. This term also includes any person who acts on behalf of or is authorized to commit a participant
in a covered transaction as an agent or representative of another participant.
Person: Any individual, corporation, partnership, association, unit of government, or legal entity, however organized,
except foreign governments or foreign governmental entities, public international organization, or foreign
government-owned or controlled entities.
Primary covered transaction: This is normally any nonprocurement transaction between an agency and a person,
regardless of type, including grants, cooperative agreements, scholarships, fellowships, contracts of assistance,
loans, loan guarantees, subsidies, insurance payments for specified use, donation agreements, and any other
nonprocurement transaction between a federal agency and a person.
Principal: Officer, director, owner, partner, key employee, or other person within a participant with primary
management or supervisory responsibilities; or a person who has critical influence on or substantive control over a
covered transaction, whether or not employed by the participants. 
Proposal: A solicited or unsolicited bid, application, request, invitation to consider, or similar communication by or on
behalf of a person seeking to participate or to receive benefit, directly or indirectly, in or under a covered transaction.
Suspension: An action taken by a suspending official in accordance with these regulations that immediately excludes
a person from participating in covered transactions for a temporary period, pending completion of an investigation and
such legal, debarment, or Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act proceeding as may ensue. 
Voluntarily excluded: The status or nonparticipation or limited participation in covered transactions assumed by a
person pursuant to the terms of a settlement.


